Dar ul Sukun
Consolidated Monthly Event Report
April 2020
Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
World Autism Awareness Day:

World Autism Awareness Day is an internationally
recognized day on 2nd April every year, encouraging
Member States of the United Nations to take measures to
raise awareness about people with autistic spectrum
disorders including autism and Asperger syndrome
throughout the world. Autism is a developmental disorder
of variable severity that is characterized by difficulty in
social interaction and communication and by restricted or
repetitive patterns of thought and behavior.
This year 2nd April 2020. Dar ul Sukun Gave a Symbolic
Message on social Media to aware the People About Autism
Awareness, with theme of Autism is not a disability, It’s a
different ability, Due to the Crises in the city due to the
lockdown from COVID-19.
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International Day of Sport for Development and Peace:
The International Day of Sport for Development and Peace
(IDSDP) is an annual celebration of the power of sport to
drive social change, community development and to foster
peace and understanding.
On 6 April 2020, the IDSDP will be a moment when the IOC
and the whole Olympic Movement join the global effort to
encourage everyone to be active and stay healthy at a time
when the world is fighting an unprecedented health crisis,
and when population are being asked to stay at home to
contain the spread of COVID-19.
Hence, this year Dar ul Sukun is Giving the Message to the
society through symbolic message that having disabilities
are not the barriers hence it is to reach the level of the
optimistic life where all the members of society enjoys the freedom or liberty. Whereas,
person with Disabilities can be included in the special Olympics to develop their hidden talents
and skills to polish. Through Physical Activity and sports person with disabilities can beat the
Deadly diseases. Because physical activity improves the Mental Health and strengthens the
immune systems.
World Health Day: (Lets Embrace Disability)
April 7 of each year marks the celebration of World Health Day. The celebration has aimed to
create awareness of a specific health theme to highlight a priority area of concern for the
World Health Organization.
This Year WHO (World Health Organization) is supporting the Nurses and Midwives around
the World to celebrate the work of nurses and midwives and remind world leaders of the
critical role they play in keeping the world healthy.
Nurses and other health workers are at the forefront of COVID-19 response - providing high
quality, respectful treatment and care, leading community dialogue to address fears and
questions and, in some instances, collecting data for clinical studies. Quite simply, without
nurses, there would be no response.
Hence, This Year Dar ul Sukun is taking the part to support this Day by Participating and Posted
an Awareness Video through Messages which will highlight the World Health Day importance.
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Dar ul Sukun has gave the message of Health that includes the physical, mental, and Social
well-being needs that has to be fulfilled for every Person either for normal individuals or for
the persons with disabilities. Dar ul Sukun aims to provide every possible facility to the
children with disabilities where they can enjoy their life to the Fullest.

https://www.facebook.com/darulsukun/videos/516872705652221/
Link Has been shared above!
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World Creativity and Innovation Day:
World Creativity and Innovation Day (WCID) is
a global UN day celebrated on April 21 to raise
awareness around the importance of creativity
and innovation in problem solving with respect
to advancing the United Nations sustainable
development goals, also known as the "global
goals".
Hence, this Year Dar ul Sukun post a descriptive
Post on social Media to tell the meaningful
purpose to highlight this day.

Curative Techniques
(Professional Development Training)
Awareness Training for the Caregiving Staff and Paramedical Staff on COVID-19
Dar ul Sukun Training Department Conducted the Training for the Caregiving to discuss some
preventive measures and techniques while dealing with the children of Dar ul Sukun. The
contact should be careful while handling. There were contents designed to briefly understand
this disease more consciously. The training was organized in the conference room
respectively. There were lot of things to discuss by questioning answering sessions while also
Demonstration of practical areas were also entertained likewise. Handwashing Steps,
Sanitation properly. And also, how we can deal with it on a mental level. We discussed some
Quarantine and other activities so, that we can live stress-free and how we can take care of
ourselves and our children and also some spiritual techniques were discussed for the Mental
Peace.
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World Earth day:
Earth Day is an annual event celebrated around
the world on April 22 to demonstrate support for
environmental protection. The Theme of this year
was Climate-Action. Hence, This Year Earth needs
to be Restore and to Heal Again.
This Year we posted a symbolic message to the
society that says that let’s heal the World together
as it is Suffering. Now it is our Duty to heal it by
Protecting this Earth
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World Intellectual Property Day:
World Intellectual Property Day is observed
annually on 26 April. The event was established by
the World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) in 2000 to "raise awareness of how
patents, copyright, trademarks and designs impact
on daily life" and "to celebrate creativity, and the
contribution made by creators and innovators to
the development of societies across the globe".
Therefore, Dar ul Sukun Posted a symbolic
Message to give this world a chance to grow and to
let this earth to come to its usual state the Earth is
suffering. Now it’s our Duty is to create some
creativity and innovations. Hence, the 2020 theme
is to Innovate for Green Future. We will try to make
our environment green from our side to globally
support this Theme. Now it is every individual’s duty is to make Earth Clean and support to
save Trees. Because, it is the oxygen for life.

Zakat/ Donations Post:
In the Month of Holy Ramadan Dar ul Sukun posted a Zakat/ donation
post just to make the society realize that in the month of blessings
lets contribute together. Which can rebuild broken lives likewise, Dar
ul Sukun is working for the physical and mental disabilities therefore,
they are the deprived one.

Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department
Note: Monthly Activities of Rehabilitation Department are seized due to current ongoing
pandemic of COVID-19 and will remain closed until further notice
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Chapter
Note: Monthly Activities of DUS Quetta Chapter are seized due to current ongoing
pandemic of COVID-19 and will remain closed until further notice

Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rajab Ali Campus Rashidabad
Rational
The whole world is facing the COVID-19. The effective strategy to reduce the spread of the
virus is break the chain by social distancing; while the most effective strategy is the lockdown the cities; so as Pakistan is also keen to reduce the infections and the country is
locked-down.
Dar-ul-Sukun Rashidabad has also stoped its services temprorily and administrative activities
are being caried out.

Activities
-

Easter Gift and food support.

All the christian staff were provided PKR. 5000 each as an Easter gift. The staff members
were very grateful to the higher management of the institution for this great effort.
The management of Rashidabad has distributed food packages among 44 staff members of
the Dar-ul-Sukun under the efforts carried out to fight against COVID-19.

Mr. Nazir Legari bureau chief Bol TV
Mr. Nazir Leghari bureau Chief of Bol TV network
visited the Dar-ul-Sukun Rashidabad on 29 April
2020, Sir Morris facilitated the visit and gave brief
presentation to guest. He appreciated the Dar-ulSukun for their great service to society with
excellence.
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Set-up and maintainance activities
S.#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Activity
Receiptions cabnets
Shelves of senior citizen recreational room
Drum stand
Activity class Drawing
Class room setting
Basement color
Swining pool tiles
Partition of administration block

Status
In progress
In progress
Completed
Completed
Completed
In progress
Completed
Completed

Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People

HEALTHY AGEING
On account of world health day i.e. 7th April Dar ul Sukun reviewed tips for healthy living and
awarded their senior citizens about positive and healthy habits which leads to healthy and
active ageing.
These includes:
 Eating habits; due to age our digestive system get compromised so we should focus
on eating fruits, protein-rich diet and fibrous products.
 Adequate sleep; we should take good amount of sleep to keep our physical and
mental health balanced.
 Screening; regular screening for visual and hearing efficiency and should focus on
preventing other diseases.
 Physical fitness; we should highly focus on regular exercise to keep our body
functions active.
 Proper medication; we should not neglect medication if having any health issue
because in growing age associated diseases are common.
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 Socialization; keeping in touch with your loved ones and spending adequate amount
with family helps in keeping us fit mentally and emotional lly.
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Dar ul Sukun stands with Sindh Government:

Dar ul Sukun stands with Sindh Government:
In these trying times when the entire world is
fighting a war against the pandemic; Sindh govt.
with all its continuous efforts to save maximum
lives from the corona outbreak is acting as the
front-line warrior. Dar ul Sukun stands with Sindh
Government and appreciates its sincere work and
policies during the current COVID-19 crisis.

COVID-19 PREVENTION MEASURES
We make sure that our elders add few preventive measures of covid-19 in their daily routine
which includes:





Breathing exercises
Yoga
Steam
Physical exercises.
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SENIOR REHABILITATION
Dar ul Sukun is not only a home for senior citizens but also a rehabilitation center to restore
their active and healthy life. To promote elderly rehabilitation Center for the older people
made a video to teach families how to rehabilitate the parents and grandparents when they
are in need.
Services we provide includes:








Physical therapy: to helps in regaining and improving mobility.
Recreational therapy: to improve motor skills and mental abilities.
Speech therapy: increase functional communication and cognitive functions.
Psychotherapy: helps in overcoming problems like insomnia and depression.
Eco-therapy: to rejuvenate connection with nature.
Spiritual therapy: to connect with our creator and our soul.
Play therapy: to improve mind body coordination.

Below mentioned link is for the techniques for SENIOR REHABILITATION
https://www.facebook.com/Senior-Citizens-DUS-788342034527080/
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EARTH DAY
Observational researches shows this global
shut down gives time to our mother earth to
heal itself. The Earth day is observed on April 22
in order to create awareness about pollution
and to celebrate the environment of our
planet. This year is a special occasion as it
marks the 50th Anniversary of Earth Day. The
theme of the day this year is 'Climate Action'
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CAPACITY BUILDING SESSION
On 23rd April 2020 miss Iqra Iqbal, doctor of physical therapy gave session on self-evaluation.
According to her every individual should evaluate them-selves from time to time to check if
they have achieved the goals and targets they have set for their lives. She performed a little
activity in which every person from audience was compelled to think about achievements

they are proud of and to review milestones on the way of their set targets.

MENTAL HEALTH IN COVID-19
Our body and mind are interconnected that is why it is important to take care of physical as
well as mental health. In order to manage the situation, it is essential to follow the tips to
stay physically and mentally fit.
 Take breaks from continuously
watching, reading or listening to news
about COVID 19.
 Limit updates to one or two updates per
day.
 Get updates from trusted, authentic
sources only.
 Get at least 8 hours of sleep every day
and follow consistent sleeping timings.
 Avoid taking tea of coffee 4-6 hours
before sleeping.
 Stop using phones, computers or any
electronic gadget at least two hours
before sleeping.
 Try to exercise for at least half an hour
daily.
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 Eat a healthy diet. Increase the intake of fruits and vegetables and decrease sugary
and fried food.
 Take your usual prescribed medications on time.
 Spend your time in positive and constructive activities like solving puzzles, playing
with grandchildren, reading or art.
 Connect with loved ones and talk about anything other than the pandemic.
 Avoid topics of discussion that lead to conflict.
 Reminisce happy memories by looking at old photos, videos, trophies.
 Limit visitors to one or two people at a time. Ask everyone to wash their hands and
maintain a distance of six feet.

PRAYERS FOR GLOBE
Hard Times are the part of Life but The Mercy of Almighty Never ends. In The crisis of this
pandemic Senior citizens are praying for whole world to end covid-19.
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IFTAR DRIVES FOR THE RESIDENTS OF DAR UL SUKUN:
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Give donations/Zakat Generously
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